MOHAMMED    AND    CHARLEMAGNE
We have only sporadic information on this subject. In Gaul the
walled portions of the cities were by no means extensive.
Vercauteren1 estimates their population at 6,000 and often very
much less.
This population, however, must have been very close packed,
and it is possible that large houses like those of Marseilles were
not uncommon;2 while in Paris there were houses built on the
bridges.3
The cities of the South were larger. At Frcjus, judging from the
ruins, the ancient city must have been five times the size of the
modern town. Nimes covered an area of about 320 hectares.4
The Roman wall of Toulouse is said to have had a circumference
of 3 kilometres.5 And Hartmann estimates that in Thcodoric's time
the population of Milan must have been 30,000.°
The cities had, of course, suffered from the invasions. Bridges
had broken down and had been replaced by bridges of boats.
But all the cities still existed; moreover, the bishops had restored
them. And there is no doubt that just as they were the centres of
civil and religious administration, they were also the permanent
commercial centres of the country. Here again the ancient economy
was continued. We find nothing resembling the great fairs of the
Middle Ages—such as those of Champagne.
There were, however, fairs, but they were doubtless local ones.7
New fairs were established in the North: that of Saint Denis is
1	f. vercauteren, Etude sur ks Civitetes dc k Bvlgique Scconde, Brussels,
1934, pp- 354 and 359.
2	Cf. for Angers, gregory or tours, Hist, Franc*, VIII, 42.
3	Vita S. Leobini, circa 62, ed, krusch, ss. antiq,, vol IVs, p. 79.
* blanchet, Les enceintes romaines dc k Gauk\ Paris, 1907, pp. 211 and 208.
5	Ibid., p. 202, No. 3.
6	We see from the Lex Visigotlwrum* III, 4, 17, ed. zeumbr, M.ai*. ieges,
p. 157, that professional prostitutes, both free and slaves, were very numerous
in the Spanish cities.
7	A letter addressed about 630-635 to Didier, Bishop of Cahors, m.g.h,
jshst., vol. Ill, p. 214, speaks of ui$ta$feria$ in Rutenico pc! vitims wbcs";
that is to say, of the fairs of Rodcz, which the inhabitants of Cahors were
foAidden to frequent on account of the plague which was then prevalent in
Marseilles.
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